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OVERVIEW

DigCCurr I was a collaboration of the School of Information and Library Science (SILS) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) and the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), which ran from July 1, 2006 through December 31, 2009. The primary objectives were development of an openly accessible, graduate-level curricular framework, course modules, and experiential and enrichment components and exemplars to prepare students to work in the 21st century environment of trustworthy digital repositories. These objectives were met through: digital curation curriculum development; development and administration of the Carolina Digital Curation Fellowship (CDCF) program; fostering an international network of digital curation educators, researchers and practitioners; and raising awareness of digital curation needs and curriculum requirements regionally, nationally and internationally. Key accomplishments include: publication of curriculum guidance documents; development and instruction of new and revised course offerings; two public symposia, and support for nine Fellows (including five funded by the grant), leading to six MSIS or MSLS degrees within the funding period.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

This bibliography lists publications and presentations made on behalf of the project. Papers, presentation materials, and other materials from these activities may be found on the DigCCurr project website (http://www.ils.unc.edu/digccurr/products.html). While the majority of items listed in the bibliography were the work of DigCCurr investigators and project staff, work presented and prepared by the Carolina Digital Curation Fellows is denoted by an asterisk (*).
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